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Emberlight, mod for Roleplayers Welcome to the Emberlight Thread Forum, where I'll tell you about Emberlight, which is a mod for role players and just about everyone else too. If you love RP and never break character, even when you are at the dinner table with your S/O and kids, even when you are at work and your
boss's boss is in the store looking for reasons to criticize you, then this mod is for you. If your number of hours, played in Fallout 4, is so high that you actually lowball it when people ask and you spend all that time living in the psychospace of your character's fictional head, telling stories like you played that no one but
you'll never know about, then this mod is for you. If you think role-playing games for mouth-breathing neck beards, this mod is still for you. But you have to feel bad because you're miserable. Emberlight is a mod for Conan Exiles that introduces placeables, wearable devices, wieldables and gaming systems that weave
themselves into a basic gaming experience like sinister vines, expanding what you can do, and adding new ways to do what you've already done, all in a way that remains true to the knowledge and atmosphere of the game. Emberlight is player-oriented; you will never need an admin panel or administrator to access any
of the fashion content. However, as it introduces new elements, it works very well with mods like PIPPI that give administrators powerful storytelling tools that they can use to make the most of the content in our fashion. It's a match made in heaven. Find us on Steam here: Come join us for a discord here for the
shenanigans: And you can find our Patreon page here: I'm going to keep bullet points here briefly; Check out the images below and our Steam page is linked above for more detailed breakdowns of fashion features. Cultural weapons with a full tier of progression, including greataxes, fist weapons, wild war blades, Darfari
greatswords, and end-of-game options for popular basic gardening weapons games: Advanced Horticulture and Farming Livestock: Keep Animals for Shelter, Meat and Other Resources Vanity: Use Vanity Placeable To Customize Yourself, and Thr Dressingall Room To Customize Your Slaves. Change your hair,
including unique scalp/hair style combinations, apply stubble, access incredible moustaches, noise that disturbing body hair, and apply shiny body oils to you suitors and send your rivals into fits of zealous rage. Kitchen!: Serving dishes that display the foods and drinks you put in their inventory library: Bookshelves with
place rows of books and stacks of Rugged Wraps Scrolls: Ye Olde The bandage and chestwrap made a sly and useful Bindable pillow bed, for cohabiting cold weather climbing boots and gloves A lot of other things and stuff making a major improvement in quality of life such as item stack increases. If you have come at
me bro! on any of the platforms I mentioned above, or any platform you can find us on that I don't think. I'm a big fan. Convicted RP-PVE will use your mod for sure! The question though is, are there any plans for some Khitan gear at some point in the future? Norwegian, we have a list we are ticking our way through in
terms of cultural weapons, based on the requests we received. I can tell you very freely that we're working on fist arms right now, I'd like to roll out some greataxes (some of the modeling work for them already done) and some Scandinavian bearded axes for the burly bearded about that order, then we can look at some
Hitan themed stuff because it's been suggested a lot as well. We are going to create a Patreon page for people who want to support the mod and we will use whatever we get from this to buy assets. Generally, for guns, I want to make them in the house as a matter of creative pride, lol. But there are a lot of Asian
weapons hanging around the Unreal market and elsewhere that it's really high quality, so maybe that's where we make an exception because the work has already been done by some wonderful artists. But the short answer is yes. I can't say exactly when, but we'll get some Hitan death dealers in mod, and it's pretty high
on the priority list. I'm kinda funny excited about this fashion. Look forward to you sharing your armor projects when this piece is ready! The top Set Priest options will be available for updates on the 15th. Emberlight has received a roadmap update! From our Page Steam Workshop: Mod ID: 1369802940 This is a preview
release version of Emberlight. The MOD will be completed on May 15. Welcome to Amberlight! This mod is designed for role players and other Conan Exiles players who want a richer and more immersive experience. It focuses entirely on content for players; You won't need an admin panel to access any of the current or
future fashion content. Read on to see what mod includes now, what we have in store for the official launch of Conan Exiles, and what we have planned for the weeks and months ahead! NOTE: Amberlings and Amberlords, We've updated our roadmap! Some features, close and dear to our hearts, have been pushed
back to make sure we could deliver a solid update on the 15th. We know that many server administrators were looking forward to this, but we couldn't be sure that we would have it work without a hitch in time, and because of the complexity and potential for horrific failures, if it didn't work properly, we made the decision to
hold on to it. release along with the panel configuration. The good news is, really cool things are on their way next week, some of which we haven't talked much about so far (we weren't sure, sure We could do it, lol) and hopefully you enjoy it. Keep an eye out for feedback and errors; They are priceless! Join Amberlegia!
Discord: Enjin: FEATURES (CURRENT) Advanced Agriculture and Horticulture. Craft, farm and decorate with a wide range of items: - Decorative flower pots and trees - Placeable potted planters and mushroom boxes - garden boxes and wedges that can snap to create livestock parts - Build pens and play for skins,
meat and other resources. This feature will eventually include more complex animal capture mechanics when more functionality is added to the base game to allow it. At this point, baby animals are captured brutally killing their parents and stealing their young from their still warm bodies. That's what Conan would like. -
The following handles for animals are available: Rabbits (level 10); Ostriches, Gazelle, Antelope (level 20); Boar, deer, goats (level 40) Additional items - Cultural weapons (Darfari Wars Blades, and more to be added for the official launch of CE and beyond! - Rugged Wraps, reintroduction loincloths and chestwrap old
as crafting garments - Cold weather climbing boots and gloves, learned through a climber feat - bindable bed cushion quality Life improvement - stack sizes increased to 100 for most consumables and materials - The base size of craft station warehouses increased to 30 slots. - Saving boxes and improved storage box
stocks increased by 5. - Vanity Camera adjusted to allow you to get your gui interface back by squatting or emoting. FEATURES (May 15) - Re-added the main wooden tarp that becomes available at level 7 (Arc) - Added the following re-skinned arms and shields as level 60 options: (Doug) - Tempered Falcata -
Tempered Cutlass Adjust hairstyle, facial hair and body hair with a clutch pool for washing (actual straight razor not included) (Nash) Your cooked food will be displayed in special dishes, bowls and mugs! (Al) - Stone Butcher Tools re-added (skinning knife and cleaver) (Alren) - Added iron sickle (grid, Nash.
Implementation, Alren) - Added kegs and jugs to store water flasks, which can then be used as wells until they are kept filled. The water barrel replaces the barrel with vanilla beer. (Alren) - Added barrels for storage. They can be stocked with salt to keep food longer than conventional containers. These items replace a
vanilla barrel and a small barrel. (Alren) - Kraft-shaped wood on a carpenter's bench will produce a by-product of one bark (Alren) - Combine the skin on the gunsmith's bench to make thick skin with low profit rates (Alren, get the recipe (BEYOND!) - - Building Blocks and Deco Items (Sooooon) - More cultural weapons
and more armor options (SOON!) - Menu configuration allows server administrators to turn on and off content (soon!) - Additional death penalty based on laying trauma debaff (Soon!) - Conscripts! Send thralls to collect resources and complete other tasks (Soon!) - Dynamic World Encounters (not so soon) - Dungeons!
(definitely not so soon) - Advanced Religion, Mysticism and Alchemy (maybe kinda soon) BUGS FIXED FOR NEXT UPDATE (May 15) - Tempered steel warblades and hardened warblades have had their damage values fixed - The Priest of Mithras feat not showing in the correct panel feats has been corrected -



Bindable bed pillows have not been corrected - - Gardens will now display proper feedback text when you're trying to plant something where it can't grow, idiot. I'm joking, you're not an idiot. We love you. KNOWN ISSUES - IMPORTANT: Some animals run away from their livestock harvests! The investigation into how
these attackers are pursuing this is ongoing; For now, keep aside that they will continue to contribute to the production of the animal pen if not killed. They will also return to their handles when each server is reset, presumably due to a re-examination of their unacceptable behavior. - IMPORTANT: Because of the quirk in
the way the game currently handles the stability of the building in renewal 33, garden boxes and garden triangles will disappear if placed without binding to another part of the building. This issue only affects server placement, not single player placement. This will (hopefully) be resolved in future Live updates. At this
point, the work around is to use the foundation fence and other pieces of the building to place garden boxes and wedges where you want them. - Some gardening subjects do not play their accommodating sounds. - Garden wedges can be placed inside garden boxes. If you do that, you're bad. Don't be bad. - Loot
preview does not show the output of horticultural machines (garden boxes and wedges, planters and mushroom boxes). These stations are calculated by interacting with the player to reduce the load on the server. We are working on a solution for this. - The hardened Steel War Blade doesn't get awesome bloody blood
on it because something about creating materials in The Dev Kit is broken right now. Special thanks to Joshtech and the PIPPI team for their brain support and power. we're a 3 u guyz. Amberlight is updated! Get ready because the mod got pretty big. More weapons means more textures means more megabytes. I have
a sneaky plan on how I can trim some of the fat in the next update, but because this mod adds content to the game, it's always going to be pretty big. However, here's for our 1.0 update, which is unfortunately lacking in the body hair change function (for (for but reliable in other things: NEW STUFF Elements - Added 3
versions of Setite Choker, Available for craft in Set Shrine - Added craft wooden Targe, available at level 11 - Added Acheronian Glaive - Added level 60 variants of the following weapons: - Iron Targe - Wooden Targe - Falcata - Cutlass - Added full tier of progression fist weapons - Added wooden weapon for sparring -
Cooked food is now visible on the maintenance plate, Available through feats - Added stone meat tools (The Butcher's Apprentice) - Added iron sickle fixes - Kraft-shaped wood on a carpenter's bench will produce a by-product of one bark - Combine the skin on the Armorer bench to make thick skin with low return speed
FIXES - Tempered steel warblades and zacached warblades have their damage value corrected - Priest Mitra , and the drop rate for ostrich chicks has been adjusted. - Banished fear of spirits that were causing objects to float on the middle shelf of the Great Bookshelf. - Gardens will now display proper feedback text
when you're trying to plant something where it can't grow, idiot. I'm joking, you're not an idiot. We love you. - The white pillow bed got its icon back! It's very interesting! Can't wait to try it! Emberlight has been updated with new goodies and some bug fixes! Change: 1.0.5 NEW FEATURES Added drinks and soups to the
Kitchen! Added Jungle Birds Animal Courage Added three men's options for Setite Choker Added Tempered Khopesh Weapon Added optional decorative white pillow recipe in Bedshaper feat TWEAKS And CHANGES Animal Pens will now use the Server Crafting Speed Multiplier Gardening Machine will now use the
server Crafting Speed multiplier handles animals no longer require children's animals to craft and start with zero Demon Blood There are new icons. BUG FIXES Redesigned clash handles to prevent animals from escaping Fixed barrels and small barrels without showing the correct inventory space Fixed missing textures
on cooked fish and cooked savory fish MISC Removed unused assets and trimmed others to reduce the size of the mod. This will continue for the next few updates. You can find a more complete list of features on our Steam Workshop page: Ok, I can't say enough good things about this fashion. I love it! So much so
that I did the Pateron thing. If you use this mod and want to help support it, go here: emberlight conan exiles guide. conan exiles emberlight mysterious bell. conan exiles emberlight sapling. conan exiles emberlight coffee. conan exiles emberlight silkworm habitat. conan exiles emberlight dry plant material. conan exiles
emberlight arbor. conan exiles emberlight ranch water
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